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Rush’s finishing is at basement level
Luton Town 0 Liverpool 0
A first division episode of Upstairs, Downstairs hardly seemed to move from the
mezzanine floor on Saturday. Liverpool did not quite make it to the top stair last
season and, unless Ian Rush improves his finishing or is replaced, nor will they this
season; Luton nearly lost their footing at the bottom last May but, on the
evidence here, they are determined to better themselves.
``We've only played one game,'' Kenny Dalglish, the Liverpool manager, had said
the previous weekend when misgivings about Rush's goalscoring ability were
expressed. Now Liverpool have played three and there is still no sign of the Rush
of old. He has yet to score this season and the chances he has failed with have
cost his team four points.
He was profligate in last Wednesday's draw with Aston Villa and at Luton he was
dominated by the inexperienced Chamberlain in the home goal. By contributing a
flawless performance, Chamberlain continued to justify the faith that Ray Harford,
the Luton manager, showed in him when he promoted him above Sealey towards
the end of last season.
Four times Chamberlain kept out Rush, a fingertip save from a far-post header
being the most frustrating for the Liverpool forward.
Rush, unattended, might have beaten Chamberlain with a quarter of an hour to
play but was unable to stretch to Barnes's cross; seven minutes from the end,
again in space and prompted by Barnes, Rush headed wide. ``If the bounce of the
ball you get every now and then is against you, you don't get the goals,'' was
Dalglish's explanation for Liverpool finding themselves in fifth place in the first
table of the season.
Beaumont, the Luton defender, partly encouraged by the arrival of the Danish
international, Elstrup, as the club's record purchase at Pounds 600,000, believes a
less fraught time is ahead than the one during which they finished fifth from
bottom last season. ``We are a better balanced team now,'' he said.
Beaumont was particularly pleased with the way Liverpool were restricted to
fewer chances than they normally manage, 10 or so; apart from Rush's collection,
there was a near miss by Burrows, a delicate chip by Barnes which Chamberlain
tipped over, a header just wide by Gillespie, and, closest of all, a shot against a
post by Aldridge in the 89th minute.
``We played square up to them as tight as possible and didn't give them room,''
Beaumont added. ``And we took our luck as well.''
Elstrup, who substituted for Williams, was given poor service in the 37 minutes he
was on and was unable to reveal his skills on his debut; Luton's best chance fell to
Wilson, who drove wide. The game was sponsored by Luton Airport but it never
took off. Liverpool, for now, are leaving the high flying to others.
LUTON TOWN: A Chamberlain; T Breacker, J Dreyer, S Williams (sub: L Elstrup), D
McDonough, D Beaumont, M Kennedy (sub: R Harvey), R Wegerle, D Wilson, D
Preece, K Black.
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, D Burrows, S Nicol, R Whelan, A Hansen, P
Beardsley (sub: J Aldridge), G Gillespie, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon.
Referee: A Gunn.

Barnes close to laying the Luton bogey
LUTON 0. (4-4-2): Chamberlain; Breacker, McDonough, Beaumont, Dreyer;
Wilson, Williams (sub: Elstrup 54min), Kennedy (sub: Harvey 72min), Preece;
Wegerle, Black.
LIVERPOOL 0. (4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Gillespie, Hysen, Hansen, Burrows; Nicol,
McMahon, Whelan, Barnes; Beardsley (sub: Aldridge 74min), Rush.
Weather: humid and rainy. Ground: plastic. Referee: A Gunn (Sussex).
FOR ONCE in a while, Liverpool did not lose at Luton. In fact, they had enough
dominance, enough chances, to have won, and will not be very pleased with
themselves that they did not. When Aldridge's shot rebounded from the wood
with less than a minute to go, it was as close as Liverpool came.
Liverpool, as we all know, detest playing on Luton's plastic pitch; a dislike which
seems almost to have developed into a phobia. The admirable John Barnes apart,
they made awfully heavy weather of a tedious first half in which Luton's
lightweight attack, deprived of the terrifying presence of Harford, set the visiting
defence few problems.
Wegerle is beautifully balanced and very fast. There were one or two early signs
that he might be a little too quick at times for the Liverpool defence, in which
Gillespie, somewhat surprisingly, was used at right-back.
There was little Luton were able to do with Barnes when he attacked them. After
25 dull minutes, he cleverly threaded a free-kick to Burrows, whose shot slid just
wide of the right-hand post. Then he put a ball on Rush's foot, bang in front of
goal, but when Rush netted the goal was given offside. Later, with a beautiful
chip, Barnes had Chamberlain, who had just previously grasped his centre at the
near post, stretching to tip over the bar.
Elstrup, Luton's new and expensive Danish centre-forward, eventually came on
early in the second half, allowing Luton to push Black into his correct left midfield
position, but by this time Liverpool were settling down.
You might even say they were raising their game, encouraged no doubt by the
noisy support of all those fans of theirs who, technically, were not meant to be at
this ground where visiting fans are banned. Evidently it had taken them, too, until
then to feel sufficiently sure of themselves to sing and shout.
At this point Luton's clumsy back four, deprived of the old bulwark of Foster in his
headband, struggled to contain the swifter, more adroit, Liverpool attackers.
Round about 15 minutes into the second half, there was a veritable
bombardment of the Luton goal. Dreyer carelessly gave the ball away to Nicol,
whose cross was walloped by Rush, at last showing something of his old
incisiveness. Chamberlain saved it with difficulty for a corner.
From this, Hysen, who had made a couple of excellent saving tackles already in
defence, got in a header which Dreyer, making atonement, cleared by the righthand post. Then Rush sent Nicol splendidly away for another cross to which Rush
himself got his head; the resourceful Chamberlain again turning the ball over the
bar.
Luton made almost compulsive use of their offside trap, and equally compulsive
use of long passes which were of as little avail as high crosses without Harford to
get on the end of them, but they must take credit for their courage. In the second
half, their two toughest midfield players, first Williams and next Kennedy, gave
way to players more likely to bring them the goal they needed.
Not that Elstrup had much chance to show us what he could do. Come to think of
it, those who have seen him play for Denmark know quite well what he can do,
but he won't be able to do it unless he gets a more intelligent service, especially
to his feet.
When Harvey appeared, Black went to a deep right-wing position, which in turn
allowed Wilson to move into the middle, where he is more happy and influential.
As for Liverpool, they seemed to run suddenly out of inspiration and drive after
that short spell of extreme pressure early in the second half. Not until the very
last minute did they again look as threatening, and then they came so close to
winning.
Barnes, who, much to the relief no doubt of Breacker, saw somewhat less of the
ball in the second half, dribbled Luton to distraction. The home defence just could
not get the ball clear, and eventually Whelan, always diligent rather than inspired
in midfield, found Aldridge, whose shot rebounded from the top of the post.
Note that when Aldridge got off the bench, it was Beardsley he replaced and not
the recently criticised Rush.
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